AD-I-BILLS Itemized Claims Auditing Solution

AD-I-BILLS™ - Capture Solution for Itemized Medical Claims
Payers devote valuable human capital to review, record and negotiate the long list of
charges on itemized medical bills (I-Bills) that detail UB 04 claims. Due to the complexity
and length of these bills, there are frequent errors or overcharges amounting to as much as
25% of the total bill.
Finding these errors is time-consuming and involves scarce, highly skilled and expensive
staff. And because it can take days for a single, complex itemized bill to be reviewed
against insurance plan contract coverage, many bills are often not reviewed at all.
AD-I-Bills™ expedites the capture of data from I-Bills to dramatically reduce the time spent
by specialized staff to review and record potentially erroneous charges. This enables
payers to review more bills and charges in less time and eliminate significant human error
related to finding and recording erroneous charges. An additional benefit of AD-I-Bills™ is
the ability to gather a wealth of valuable data to run analyses and assess impacts on an
aggregate level across providers, policies, states, etc.
AD-I-BILLS™ Highlights:
 Automates capture of Itemized bills from hospitals and other institutional providers.
 Delivers greater accuracy via automatically validating data against a multitude of
data checks and comparing against existing repository data
 Provides at least a 3x increase in data entry speed.
 Easily integrates with existing systems to make data available for review as well as
analyses to guide future policy and payment decisions.
Flexibly Captures Data Regardless of Layout
Itemized bills come in many layouts and are scanned in a decentralized environment. AD-IBILLS™ captures the data regardless of:





style and format of data (e.g. service date in mmddyy mm/dd/ccyy or other styles)
the order of the data items in rows or columns
whether or not optional data items are missing on a row
image skewing and other scanner differences
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Auto-validation
AD-I-BILLS:





auto-validates captured data so keyers only visit fields that need attention;
remembers corrections and uses them to auto-validate subsequent data that often
repeats later in the document;
tracks validated data by care provider and uses it later to auto-validate data from
subsequent itemized Bills from the same facility;
auto-validates data against the original UB04 claim corresponding to the I-Bill.

Built on the AliusDoc Sort, Capture and Index (AD-SCI™) Product Platform
AliusDoc SCI™ is a .NET Windows-based architecture system designed to automate the
entry and validation of data from structured and unstructured forms as well as white mail
correspondence. The ultimate objective is to automate manual data entry, manual preprocessing, image classification and form identification while streamlining the data entry
process to reduce operational costs and increase productivity.

About AliusDoc
AliusDoc software automates the sorting, data capture, and indexing for any unstructured,
structured, and semi-structured documents. AliusDoc significantly improves productivity,
speed and accuracy with pre-packaged solutions for the healthcare, financial, government,
and professional services industries
AliusDoc was founded in 2005 by industry veterans with over fifty combined years of
experience in document imaging, data capture, I/OCR technologies, forms design and
document processing workflows. AliusDoc solutions and staff embody hands-on knowledge
from implementing hundreds of document processing solutions. For more information, visit
us at www.aliusdoc.com or email us at InfoRequests@aliusdoc.com.
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